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PERIGEE Hardcover April 2014

PART SWAN, PART GOOSE
An Uncommon Memoir of Womanhood, Work, and Family

Swoosie Kurtz with Joni Rogers

Broadway, film, and television star Swoosie 
Kurtz is an entertainer whose career and life 
have lived up to the promise of her unusual 
first name. 

In this memoir, she shares personal adventures 
and showbiz lore and candidly reflects on the 
right choices that empowered her, the wrong 
choices that enlightened her, and the intimate 
journey of caring for an aging parent.

Animating this remarkable story is Swoosie’s 
relationship with her equally remarkable 
parents. Her father, Frank, was the most 
decorated U.S. airman in World War II. 
Her mother, Margo, was the quintessential 
military wife with the spunk and will to match 
her husband’s, and whose 1945 memoir, My 
Rival, the Sky, chronicled their lives up to the 
birth of their daughter.

Today, as Margo approaches her 100th 
birthday and Swoosie struggles to stay ahead 
of her mother’s increasing needs and the 
demands of Hollywood, their precarious 
time together is bittersweet and occasionally 
overwhelming. Part Swan, Part Goose 
ultimately presents a vivid portrait of an 
invincible mother-daughter bond.

978-0-399-16850-5 • $25.00/$28.00 Can.
Hardcover
320 pp./5 1/2” x 8 1/4”
Carton: 28
Memoir
Rights: W00
First Serial, UK, Translation, Audio: Perigee
Other: Objective Entertainment
 609 Greenwich Street, 6th floor
 New York, NY 10014
Publishing history: Original
On sale April 29, 2014

Available from Penguin Audio:
Unabridged Digital
8 Hours • 978-0-698-15476-6 • $29.95/$34.95 Can. A multiple Tony, Emmy, Obie, and Drama Desk 

Award winner, Swoosie Kurtz is a Broadway icon 

whose work also includes movies like Liar, Liar, 

Dangerous Liaisons, Citizen Ruth, and the television 

hits Sisters, Pushing Daisies, and Mike and Molly.



A wise, warmhearted memoir celebrating 
a life on- and off-the-stage.

DON’T MISS MY RIVAL, THE SKY

978-0-698-15491-9 • $4.99 • On sale April 29, 2014

For the first time as an e-book: the full text of Margo Kurtz’s 1945 memoir 
chronicling her early years with Swoosie’s father, the most decorated airman 
in World War II whose flying fortress called The Swoose was the inspiration 
for his daughter’s name. Includes an Introduction by Swoosie Kurtz.

MARKETING

• Author events in Los Angeles and New York

• National television and radio interviews

• Television satellite tour

• NPR interviews

• Print features and reviews

• Online advertising

• Social media outreach

SALES POINTS

• Kurtz is a multiple Tony, Emmy, Obie, and 
Drama Desk Award winner and currently stars 
in the CBS hit series Mike and Molly

• For readers of Alex Witchel’s All Gone and Sue 
Miller’s The Story of My Father

• A timely and topical book perfect for the 
millions of Americans caring for aging parents

• Includes photographs throughout
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PERIGEE Trade Paperback May 2014

978-0-399-16626-6 • $15.00/$17.00 Can.
Trade Paperback
224 pp./5 1/2” x 8 1/4”
Carton: 72
Parenting
Rights: W00
First Serial, UK, Translation, Audio: Perigee
Other: Dystel & Goderich Literary  

Management, Inc.
 One Union Square West, Suite 904
 New York, NY 10003
Publishing History: Original
On sale May 6, 2014

FROM DUDE TO DAD
The Diaper Dude Guide 
to Pregnancy

Chris Pegula with Frank Meyer

A real world pregnancy guide for 
guys—by guys.

In this down-to-earth book, Chris Pegula, the creator 
of the Diaper Dude brand, and writer Frank Meyer 
explain everything expecting dads need to know 
about pregnancy, birthing, and parenting—and why 
it’s normal to be scared out of your mind. From how 
to support your wife through morning sickness and 
cravings, and how to meet intimacy needs, to the best 
ways to break the news via social media and what you 
need to know to bring baby home from the hospital, 
From Dude to Dad assures guys they don’t have to 
lose their identities when they become dads.

MARKETING

• National television interviews
• Parenting radio interviews
• Local Southern California media and  

in-store appearances
• Print features and reviews
• Blog tour
• Online advertising

SALES POINTS

• The experience for modern fathers has changed 
dramatically over the years with an increasing number 
of stay-at-home dads and a greater demand for parenting 
books that speak to men

• The Diaper Dude brand is well established, having 
received attention from various media outlets such as 
the Today show, Good Morning America, Rachael Ray, 
Ellen, US Weekly, Esquire, and Parents

•  Aims to bring dads-to-be together to create a support 
system, and to provide reassurance about the           
road ahead

• DiaperDude.com draws 100,000 views per month

Chris Pegula is the creator of Diaper Dude, one of America’s 
most high-profile lines of hip gear for cool dads. He lives with 
his wife and three children in Los Angeles. Frank Meyer is an 
author and has worked in music journalism, television, and 
new media production. He is the proud single father of an 
eight-year-old girl. Author website: diaperdude.com©
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PERIGEE Hardcover May 2014

978-0-399-16760-7 • $23.00/$26.00 Can.
Hardcover
272 pp./5 1/8” x 8”
Carton: 36
Biography & Autobiography
Rights: W00
First Serial, UK, Translation, Audio: Perigee
Other: Author c/o Perigee
Publishing History: Perigee Trade Paperback 

978-0-399-53080-7 (4/05)
On sale May 6, 2014

WHAT JACKIE   
TAUGHT US
Lessons from the Remarkable Life 
of Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis

Tina Santi Flaherty
Introduction by Liz Smith

Commemorating the 20th 
anniversary of her death: a new 
edition including contributions from 
a host of luminaries reflecting on 
Jackie O’s enduring legacy. 

What Jackie Taught Us is an insightful look at the 
character of Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis that 
illuminates her influence on the subjects of image 
and style, courage and vision, men, and marriage 
and motherhood. This new edition features a dozen 
essays from notable individuals reflecting on Jackie’s 
legacy and the impact she has had on them—and 
society at large.

MARKETING

• Launch event in New York City
• Print features and reviews
• Online reviews and author interviews

SALES POINTS

• A special commemorative edition to be published on the 
20th anniversary of Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis’s death

• New material includes essays from Ashton Hawkins, 
A.E. Hotchner, Marguerite Kelly, Declan Keily, Malachy 
McCourt, Lynn Olson, Kent Barwick, Edna O’Brien, 
Hank O’Neal, Allen Packwood, Jennifer J. Raab, and  
Dr. Andrew Roberts

• Features the complete text of Senator Edward Kennedy’s 
tribute, May 23, 1994

• Includes ten black-and-white photographs and a new 
Introduction by Liz Smith

Tina Santi Flaherty was the first woman elected a vice 
president of three of America’s largest companies: Colgate-
Palmolive, GTE, and Grey Advertising. Described by 
BusinessWeek as one of America’s top corporate women, 
she is the author of Talk Your Way to the Top and The Savvy 
Woman’s Success Bible. Author website: tinaflaherty.com©
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PRENTICE HALL PRESS Hardcover May 2014

978-0-7352-0534-5 • $25.00/$28.00 Can.
Hardcover
256 pp./5 1/2” x 8 1/4”
Carton: 44
Business/Self Improvement
Rights: W00
First Serial, UK, Translation, Audio:  

Prentice Hall Press
Other: Author c/o Prentice Hall Press
Publishing History: Original
On sale May 6, 2014

AUTHENTICITY
The Head, Heart, and Soul  
of Selling

Ron Willingham

A unique book focused on the three 
tools for successful selling: head, 
heart, and soul.
Sales expert and popular speaker Ron Willingham 
shares new discoveries about the deeper causes of 
sales success or failure, and offers readers a step-by-
step roadmap to increasing sales, developing strong 
client relationships, and feeling renewed self-worth 
through increased achievement.

While most sales books deal only with knowledge 
and persuasive selling strategies, Authenticity focuses 
on three key fundamentals required for successful 
selling:

• The WHAT: knowledge of the product, industry, and 
the competition

• The HOW: application of product knowledge, social 
interaction, relationship development, and dealing 
with the ups and downs

• The WHY: purpose, intent, values, and inner  
belief boundaries

MARKETING

• Business radio interviews
• Print features and reviews
• Online media

SALES POINTS

•  Based on the author’s Authentic Salesperson Course, 
which has been taught to more than 1.5 million 
attendees in 130 countries, including clients such as 
Johnson & Johnson, the American Red Cross,  
and Allstate

•  Teaches a client-focused system based on helping 
people buy by utilizing unique assets beyond 
knowledge, including emotional factors, values, and  
environmental influences

Ron Willingham is the author of eleven books, including 
Integrity Selling for the 21st Century and Hey, I’m the 
Customer. He has developed more than twenty training 
courses that have been conducted in 130 countries, 
with more than 1.5 million graduates. Author website: 
authenticsalesperson.com
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PERIGEE Hardcover June 2014

978-0-399-16557-3 • $24.00/$27.00 Can.
Hardcover
256 pp./5 1/2” x 8 1/4”
Carton: 44
Reference
Rights: W00
First Serial, UK, Audio: Perigee
Other: Jim Rutman
 Sterling Lord Literistic, Inc.
 65 Bleecker Street 
 New York, NY 10012
Publishing History: Original
Previous Book: Reading the OED  

978-0-399-53505-5 (5/09)
On sale June 3, 2014

BAD ENGLISH
A History of Linguistic Aggravation

Ammon Shea

An entertaining look at the history of 
our most vexing language mistakes 
and pet peeves—from the author of 
Reading the OED.
English is a glorious mess of a language, cobbled 
together from a variety of sources and evolving over 
time with popular usage. Many of the words and 
usages we embrace as standard and correct today 
were at first considered slang, impolite, or just plain 
wrong. Composed of short entries with colorful detail, 
this book chronicles the entertaining history of these 
“mistakes,” and how they came to pass as accepted. 
It is guaranteed to settle arguments among word 
lovers—and sure to start a few, too.

Praise for Reading the OED:

“Oddly inspiring.”  —Nicholson Baker, New York 
 Times Book Review

“Delicious...a lively lexicon.”  
 —O, The Oprah Magazine

MARKETING

• NPR interviews
• East Coast media and in-store  

author appearances
• Print features and reviews
• Blog tour
• 6-copy solid counter unit with special header  

978-0-399-17065-2 @ $144.00/$162.00 Can.  
6” w x 8 1/4” h x 7” d

SALES POINTS

• For fans of history, language, and pop culture
• Includes surprising information that runs counter to 

common usage and beliefs
• The author has created an interactive 

quiz to promote the book, called 
“Shakespeare or Rap?” 

ALSO AVAILABLE

Reading the OED 978-0-399-53505-5  
@ $13.95/$16.00 Can.

Ammon Shea is the author of Reading the OED: One Man, 
One Year, 21,730 Pages, along with Depraved English, 
Insulting English, and The Phone Book. He lives in  
New York City.
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PERIGEE Trade Paperback June 2014

978-0-399-16586-3 • $16.00/$18.00 Can.
Trade Paperback
256 pp./5 1/2” x 8 1/4”
Carton: 64
Science
Rights: W00
First Serial, UK, Translation, Audio: Perigee
Other: Linda Chester Literary Agency
 630 Fifth Avenue, Suite 2036 

Rockefeller Center
 New York, NY 10011
Publishing History: Original
On sale June 3, 2014

PHYSICS FOR 
BEAUTIFUL PEOPLE
Making the Laws of the Universe 
Work for You

Christine McKinley

From the host of the History 
channel’s Brad Meltzer’s Decoded: 
the laws of the universe like you’ve 
never experienced them before.

This approachable book explains the world of 
physics with clarity, humor, and a dash of adventure. 
Physics for Beautiful People is not a weighty treatise 
on science, but a personal tour of physics from a  
quirky friend. 

Anyone who’s ever wondered why nature abhors a 
vacuum, what causes magnetic attraction, or how to 
jump off a moving train or do a perfect stage dive will 
find answers and a few laughs too.

No equations, numbers, or tricky concepts—just an 
inspiring and comical romp through the basics of 
physics and the beauty of the organized universe.

MARKETING

• NPR interviews
• West Coast media and in-store author appearances
• Cross-promotion with the History channel
• Print features and reviews
• Blog tour 

SALES POINTS

• Christine McKinley, a licensed mechanical engineer, is 
one of the hosts of the popular History channel science 
series, Brad Meltzer’s Decoded

• Makes physics accessible and relevant to a  
younger demographic

Christine McKinley is a licensed mechanical engineer and 
hosts the History channel’s series Brad Meltzer’s Decoded. 
Her twenty-year engineering career has included projects 
in power generation, industrial facilities, and commercial 
construction. She lives in Portland, Oregon. Author website:           
mckinley-music.com©
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PERIGEE Trade Paperback June 2014

978-0-399-17128-4 • $15.00/$17.00 Can.
Trade Paperback
112 pp./8” x 8”
Carton: 48
Pop Culture/Humor
Rights: Q00
Audio: Perigee
Other: Anova Books Company Ltd 

The Old Magistrates Court 
10 Southcombe Street 
London W14 ORA United Kingdom

Publishing History: Original
Previous Book: Color Me Swoon  

978-0-399-16547-4 (9/13)
On sale June 3, 2014

COLOR ME  
GIRL CRUSH
Mel Elliott

All-new star-studded grown-up fun 
from the creator of Color Me Swoon.

From Jennifer Lawrence to Alexa Chung, Kate Moss 
to Kerry Washington, and Twiggy to Audrey Hepburn, 
Color Me Girl Crush features images of the world’s 
most glamorous “it” girls and the ensembles that 
made them famous—all for coloring! With giddy 
commentary and activities, this book provides 
information and loads of fun for budding fashionistas, 
celeb fans, and anyone who wants to bring a little 
high fashion and color into their world.

Praise for Mel Elliott and her books:

“Fun for all ages.”  —Entertainment Weekly 

“Utterly epic.”  —Elle

“A cheeky adult coloring book that caters to the artist 
and inner child…definitely pick up this little gem!” 
 —The Culture Studio

MARKETING

• Online advertising and publicity
• Print features and reviews
• Social media outreach

SALES POINTS

• A witty collection of images, observations, and activities 
celebrating the hottest female icons, past and present

• A perfect gift for pop-culture fans
• Elliott’s Color Me Swoon (9/13) published to enthusiastic 

response, receiving great publicity and sales
ALSO AVAILABLE
Color Me Swoon 978-0-399-16547-4  

@ $14.00/$15.00 Can.

Mel Elliott graduated from the Royal College of Art in 2007 
and began creating grown-up “fun books” after a stint in 
advertising. Combining her love of pop culture and illustrative 
talents, she produces material that is close to her heart. She 
currently lives in the U.K. Author website: ilovemel.me
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PERIGEE Trade Paperback June 2014

978-0-399-16794-2 • $15.00/$17.00 Can.
Trade Paperback
192 pp./7 3/8” x 9 1/8”
Carton: 38
Arts/Crafts
Rights: W00
First Serial, UK, Translation, Audio: Perigee
Other: Sorche Elizabeth Fairbank
 Fairbank Literary Representation
 P.O. Box 6, Hudson, NY 12534
Publishing History: Original
Previous Book: The Scribble Diary   

978-0-399-53745-5 (5/12)
On sale June 3, 2014

ME, YOU, US
A Book to Fill Out Together

Lisa Currie

A keepsake to create with 
loved ones, from the author of                
The Scribble Diary.

This collaborative journal is a clever take on traditional 
autograph or memory books. With surprising and 
revealing open-ended prompts, Me, You, Us asks 
readers to write, draw, and collage—using pretty 
much any means of self-expression—to record 
reminiscences, reflections, and ideas; to share hopes, 
regrets, memories, and dreams. Whether sharing with 
children, friends, lovers, or family, the end result is a 
unique chronicle that captures in words and pictures 
the essence of the people around you.

MARKETING

• Print features and reviews
• Online publicity
• Social media outreach

SALES POINTS

• Perfect for couples, best friends, or parents and children 
to share

• With the open-ended prompts, this is the first 
collaborative journal not specifically targeted just to 
couples or friends

• The variety and depth of the illustrated prompts allows 
readers to respond in imaginative ways

• Perfect for fans of Keri Smith and Allison Arden

ALSO AVAILABLE

The Scribble Diary 978-0-399-53745-5 
 @ $14.00/$15.00 Can.

Lisa Currie is an illustrator and street artist who 
encourages self-expression and collaboration through 
doodling. She is the creator of The Scribble Diary and 
The Scribble Project. She lives in Melbourne, Australia.                                         
Author website: busybody-lazybones.com
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PERIGEE Trade Paperback July 2014

978-0-399-16770-6 • $15.00/$17.00 Can.
Trade Paperback
192 pp./7 3/8” x 9 1/4”
Carton: 38
Humor
Rights: E30
First Serial, Audio: Perigee
Other: Hannah Brown Gordon
 Foundry Literary + Media LLC
 33 West 17th Street, PH
 New York, NY 10011
Publishing History: Original
On sale July 1, 2014

THIS MOVIE WILL 
REQUIRE DINOSAURS
C. W. Neill

Based on the popular blog Untitled 
Screenplays—a collection of 
ridiculous, unfinished movie scripts. 

EXT FIELD

There’s a bunch of TREES. Right now, I’m 
picturing OAK TREES. But depending on 
what kind of location we’re able to get 
once production starts, that can change. 
A TYRANNOSAURUS REX shows up and he  
is pissed.

NOTE: This movie will require dinosaurs. 

Every frustrated screenwriter has entertained half-
baked ideas or lame story lines. But screenwriter 
C. W. Neill has taken bad writing to new heights; 
his hysterical blog Untitled Screenplays features 
intentionally terrible scripts—ideas so bad, they 
almost circle back to good. And now, the best of this 
madcap blog—plus new material—is available in 
an illustrated volume that will delight screenwriter 
wannabes, old pros, and movie fans and haters alike. 

MARKETING

• Los Angeles media and in-store author events
• Print features and reviews
• Online publicity
• Social media outreach

SALES POINTS

• The author’s successful blog Untitled Screenplays was 
named one of Time’s 30 Must-See Tumblr Blogs and 
reblogged by the creator of College Humor, as well as 
The Onion and Tumblr editors

• Features occasional humorous doodles to create     
visual interest

After graduating from Western Oregon University in 2006, 
C. W. Neill (aka Curt Neill) moved to Los Angeles to pursue 
a career as a comedy writer and performer. In addition 
to performing live regularly, he has worked on numerous 
comedic web series and short films and started the blog 
Untitled Screenplays in January 2013.©
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PERIGEE Trade Paperback July 2014

978-0-399-16247-3 • $14.00/$16.00 Can.
Trade Paperback
176 pp./4 1/2” x 8”
Carton: 84
Reference/Trivia
Rights: E00
First Serial, Audio: Perigee
Other: DeFiore and Company, LLC
 47 East 19th Street, 3rd Floor
 New York, NY 10003
Publishing History: Original
Previous Book: Experimenting with Babies  

978-0-399-16246-6 (10/13)
On sale July 1, 2014

CORRELATED
Surprising Connections Between 
Seemingly Unrelated Things

Shaun Gallagher

Mind-blowing statistics and crazy 
connections—from the number-
crunching genius behind a      
popular blog.

Based on findings on Correlated.org, this surprising 
and very funny book presents bizarre-but-true 
correlations between seemingly unrelated things. 
Based on daily polls and statistical analysis, 
Gallagher reveals:

• People who prefer Miss Piggy to Kermit the Frog are 
more than twice as likely than average to have tattoos

• People with body piercings are twice as likely as the 
average person to have deployed a fire extinguisher

• People with bumper stickers on their car are more 
likely than average to have square danced

You’ll never look at poll results or scientific sound 
bites the same way again!

Praise for Correlated.org:

“We predict this site will launch a thousand  
graduate theses.”  —Freakonomics

MARKETING

• Radio interviews
• Print features and reviews
• Online advertising and publicity

SALES POINTS

• For readers of Freakonomics, How to Lie with Statistics, 
and Everything Bad Is Good for You

• Includes new content as well as fan favorites from       
the blog

ALSO AVAILABLE

Experimenting with Babies  
978-0-399-16246-6  
@ $16.00/$17.00 Can.

Shaun Gallagher is a writer and a former magazine 
and newspaper editor who runs the popular website       
Correlated.org that explores the surprising world of statistics. 
He is also the author of Experimenting with Babies. He lives 
with his wife and two sons in Wilmington, Delaware.
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PERIGEE Trade Paperback August 2014

978-0-399-16659-4 • $20.00/$23.00 Can.
Trade Paperback
160 pp./8” x 8”
Carton: 40
Beauty
Rights: W00
First Serial, UK, Translation, Audio: Perigee
Other: Abigail Koons
 The Park Literary Group LLC
 270 Lafayette Street, Suite 1504
 New York, NY 10012
Publishing History: Original
On sale August 5, 2014

BLOOM
A Girl’s Guide to Growing           
Up Gorgeous

Carmindy

From the makeup artist on TLC’s 
What Not to Wear, a full color make-
up book that shows teenagers how to 
embrace their own inner beauty.
Carmindy gives teens the beauty basics and best 
skincare practices needed to grow up gorgeous. 
Instead of teaching them to cover up their “flaws,” 
she  demonstrates how to emphasize their best 
features in the most effortless and teen-budget-
friendly ways possible. Along with easy-to-follow 
makeup application tips, this book features beautiful, 
transformational photos of real-life girls as they get 
“Carmindized” in age-appropriate make-overs. 

Carmindy also offers inspiring advice for dealing 
with a wide range of self-esteem and image issues: 
from zits and glasses to bullying and peer pressure. 
Throughout, Carmindy reminds readers to always 
face the world, and everyone in it, with grace and a 
positive outlook.

MARKETING

• National television appearances
• Media and author events in New York City
• Print features and reviews
• Blog tour and social media outreach
• Online advertising

SALES POINTS

• Carmindy’s inspirational voice and smart makeup advice 
will resonate with teens (and their mothers) who have 
watched What Not To Wear

• Carmindy is the author of the bestselling The 5-Minute 
Face, Crazy Busy Beautiful, and Get Positively Beautiful

• Readers can download Carmindy’s new app for smart 
phones to “Carmindize” themselves

• Full line of color cosmetics from Carmindy & Co. 
expected to  launch in 2014, with cross-promotion with 
book planned

Carmindy was the resident makeup expert on the TLC 
makeover show What Not to Wear. Her work can be 
seen on the editorial pages of leading magazines such as 
Cosmopolitan, Elle, InStyle, O, Essence, Self, Lucky, Seventeen, 
Marie Claire, Glamour, and Allure. Author website: 
carmindy.com©
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PERIGEE Trade Paperback August 2014

978-0-399-16668-6 • $15.00/$17.00 Can.
Trade Paperback
256 pp./5 1/2” x 8 1/4” 
Carton: 64
Family/Relationships
Rights: W00
First Serial, UK, Translation, Audio: Perigee
Other: The Jeff Herman Agency
 P.O. Box 1522
 29 Park Street
 Stockbridge, MA 01262
Publishing History: Original
Previous Book: Atypical  

978-0-399-53572-7 (4/10)
On sale August 5, 2014

GETTING A LIFE              
WITH ASPERGER’S
Lessons Learned on the Bumpy 
Road to Adulthood

Jesse A. Saperstein

The author of Atypical shares hard-
won (and often very funny) insights 
on transitioning into adulthood with 
Asperger’s Syndrome.
Author, speaker, and advocate Jesse Saperstein knows 
a lot about living with Asperger’s. Diagnosed at the 
age of 14, Jesse has struggled, triumphed, flubbed, 
soared, educated, and inspired. Along the road to 
adulthood, he has learned many lessons the hard way. 
In this honest and engaging book, he offers readers 
a guided tour of what he’s learned about getting 
along with others, managing emotions, succeeding in 
school and at work, building relationships, and more.

Praise for Atypical:

“Brilliant, creative writing.”  —Temple Grandin, 
Ph.D., author of Thinking in Pictures

“Saperstein cracks open the underbelly of life with 
Asperger’s, mesmerizing readers with a tale that is as 
fabulously incorrigible as it is strikingly compelling.”                        
 —Liane Holliday Willey, author of                                                               
 Pretending to Be Normal

MARKETING

• New York area media
• Outreach to autism organizations, websites,  

and newsletters
• Print and online features, reviews, and interviews

SALES POINTS

• Offers insights into the challenges of entering adulthood 
on the autism spectrum

• Saperstein is an established advocate for people living 
with Asperger’s

ALSO AVAILABLE

Atypical 978-0-399-53572-7  
@ $15.00/$16.00 Can.

An autism advocate and popular motivational speaker,  
Jesse A. Saperstein is considered one of the most respected 
leaders in the anti-bullying movement of his generation. 
Author website: jessesaperstein.com
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PERIGEE Trade Paperback August 2014

978-0-399-16711-9 • $16.00/$18.00 Can.
Trade Paperback
272 pp./5 1/2” x 8 1/4
Carton: 60
Parenting/Education
Rights: W00
First Serial, UK, Translation, Audio: Perigee
Other: The Helen Zimmerman Agency
 3 Emmy Lane, New Paltz, NY 12561
Publishing history: Original
On sale August 5, 2014

THE LEARNING HABIT
A Groundbreaking Approach to 
Homework and Parenting That 
Helps Our Children Succeed in 
School and Life

Stephanie Donaldson-Pressman, 
Rebecca Jackson, and  
Dr. Robert M. Pressman

A fresh look at the role that 
homework can and should play in 
helping children succeed. 

Homework gets a bad rap these days. Overscheduled 
kids (and parents) complain that it’s pointless busy 
work, without academic value. The truth is, homework 
offers our kids the opportunity to learn much more 
than what will be “on the test.”

Presenting eight critical skills kids need to harness 
the true value of homework, as well as a 21-day 
challenge for parents and students, The Learning 
Habit combines rigorous research with time-tested 
hands-on techniques to help kids thrive, academically 
and beyond.

MARKETING

• National television and radio interviews
• Parenting radio interviews
• Blog tour 
• Print features and reviews
• Online advertising

SALES POINTS

• The authors have top academic and                
professional credentials

• The authors’ research is based on both academic study 
and an online survey that will be promoted by several 
national media partners, including WebMD, Huffington 
Post Parents, AOL, Parents magazine, and others

• The emphasis on learning habits is in keeping with 
research described in bestselling books like The Power 
of Habit

Stephanie Donaldson-Pressman is a psychotherapist, 
consultant, and internationally recognized author in the 
field of family therapy. Rebecca Jackson is a writer, neuro-
psychological assistant, and published author. Dr. Robert 
M. Pressman is a Board Certified Family Psychologist, a 
practicing pediatric psychologist, and Director of Research 
at the New England Center for Pediatric Psychology. 
Author website: learning-habit.com
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PERIGEE Trade Paperback August 2014

978-0-399-16798-0 • $15.00/$17.00 Can.
Trade Paperback
240 pp./5 1/2” x 8 1/4”
Carton: 68
Parenting
Rights: W00
First Serial, UK, Translation, Audio: Perigee
Other: Byrd Leavell
 Waxman Leavell Literary Agency
 443 Park Avenue South, #1004
 New York, NY 10016
Publishing History: Original
On sale August 5, 2014

THE NEWBORN    
SLEEP BOOK
A Simple, Proven Method for 
Training Your New Baby to Sleep 
Through the Night

Jonathan Jassey, MD, and  
Lewis Jassey, MD

The first and only proven, safe 
plan for a sound night’s sleep for 
newborns—and parents.

Here is the first and only guide to lay out a detailed 
sleep program for newborns—as early as the first few 
weeks of life. Developed and refined by two successful 
pediatricians, the “Jassey Way” boasts a more than 
90% success rate of getting children to sleep through 
the night prior to their one month birthday. 

A safe and proven technique, the Jassey Way uses 
a feeding schedule that allows newborns (and their 
parents) a full night’s sleep at a younger age than other 
sleep training techniques.

MARKETING

• Health and parenting radio interviews
• Print and online features and reviews
• Online advertising

SALES POINTS

• The only book to present a plan for newborn sleep in the 
first weeks of life

• Dr. Lewis Jassey has practiced pediatric medicine for 
19 years and, with his brother and fellow pediatrician, 
Jonathan, has used this method with nearly 13,000 
parents and their newborns

•  An evergreen subject for new parents

Jonathan Jassey, MD, has been a highly regarded pediatrician 
in the same practice for over eight years, and has received 
both the “Patients’ Choice Award” and the coveted “Most 
Compassionate Doctor” recognition.  

Lewis Jassey, MD, opened his own pediatric practice in 2001 
and has appeared on NBC’s Today show.      



get creative with these Bestselling interactive works from

 Keri Smith

978-0-399-16194-0
 $15.00/$16.00 Can.

978-0-399-16270-1
 $15.00/$16.00 Can.

978-0-399-16271-8 
$15.00/$16.00 Can.

978-0-399-16272-5 
$15.00/$16.00 Can.

978-0-399-16280-0 
$15.00/$16.00 Can.

978-0-399-16286-2 
$15.00/$16.00 Can.

978-0-399-53460-7 
$14.95/$16.50 Can.

978-0-399-53521-5
 $15.00/$16.00 Can.

978-0-399-53600-7 
$15.00/$16.00 Can.

978-0-399-53689-2
 $15.00/$17.50 Can.

978-0-399-16023-3 
$15.00/$16.00 Can.

978-0-399-16518-4 
$14.00/$15.00 Can.

978-0-399-16817-8
 $60.00/$64.00 Can.

iOS: 978-1-101-50369-0
Android: 978-1-101-57764-6
$4.99

iOS: 978-1-101-62353-4
Android: 978-1-101-62354-1
$4.99

iOS: 978-1-101-62001-4
Android: 978-1-101-62002-1
$4.99

available for iOS and Android devices



978-0-399-50148-7 
$9.99/NCR

978-0-399-16028-8 
$15.00/$16.00 Can.

978-0-399-50643-7
$16.00/NCR

978-0-399-53769-1 
$14.00/$15.00 Can.

978-0-399-53772-1 
$14.00/$15.00 Can.

978-0-399-53742-4 
$16.00/NCR

978-0-399-52920-7 
$26.00/NCR

978-0-399-53165-1 
$15.95/$17.50 Can.

978-0-399-53271-9 
$15.95/$17.50 Can.

978-0-399-16411-8 
$25.00/$28.00 Can.

on sale january 7, 2014

Bestselling titles from  
Perigee and Prentice Hall Press 

978-0-399-53775-2 
$15.00/$16.00 Can.

978-0-399-53560-4 
$15.95/$20.00 Can.

978-0-399-16297-8 
$15.00/$16.00 Can.



978-0-399-53621-2 
$16.00/$17.00 Can.

978-0-399-16600-6 
$15.00/$17.00 Can.

on sale  
december 31, 2013

978-0-399-53746-2 
$12.95/$13.99 Can.

978-0-7352-0431-7 
$14.95/$16.50 Can.

978-0-399-16703-4 
$16.00/$18.00 Can.

revised edition  
on sale  

december 31, 2013

978-0-399-53782-0 
$13.95/$15.00 Can.

978-0-399-15996-1 
$15.00/$16.00 Can.

978-0-399-15967-1 
$15.00/$16.00 Can.

978-0-399-16208-4  
$18.00/$19.00 Can.

978-0-399-16547-4 
$14.00/$15.00 Can.

978-0-399-53649-6 
$9.95/$12.50 Can.

978-0-399-16106-3 
$14.00/$15.00 Can.


